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ABSTRACT:
Detailed information about 3D forest structure is vital in forest science for analyzing the spatio-temporal development of plants as
well as precise harvest forecasting in forest industry. Up to now, the majority of methods focus on complete structural reconstruction
of trees from multiple scans, which might not be a suitable starting point with respect to modeling forest scenes over larger areas.
For this reason, we propose a strategy to obtain skeletal structures of trees from single scans following a divide-and-conquer
approach well-known from computer science. First, we split the range image into components representing surface patches and trace
each component’s boundary, which is essential for our skeleton retrieval method. Therefore, we propose an extension to standard
boundary tracing that takes a component’s interior depth discontinuities into account. Second, each component is processed
separately: A 2D skeleton is obtained via the Voronoi Diagram and refined. Subsequently, a component is segmented into subsets of
points depending on their proximity to skeleton nodes. Afterwards, the skeleton is split into paths and a Principal Curve is computed
from each path’s point cluster in order to retrieve the component shape as a set of 3D polygonal lines.
Our method retrieves the intricate branching structure of components representing tree crown parts reliably and efficiently. The
results are fitting with respect to a visual inspection. At present, results are fragments of tree skeletons, but it opens an attractive
perspective to complete tree skeletons from skeletal parts, which we currently regard as future work.

1. INTRODUCTION
Since the turn of the century, terrestrial laser scanning (TLS)
has received increasing attention as a handy tool for tasks in
forestry (Hopkinson et al., 2004; Maas et al., 2008; Dassot et
al., 2011). Due to international agreements about forest monitoring and their role as a sink or source in the global carbon cycle, the demand for detailed information on forests has grown as
well. As a result, numerous studies concentrate on the assessment and validation of forest inventory parameters retrieved
from TLS data. Clearly, the non-destructive nature of the LiDAR measurement principle makes laser scanning an attractive
instrument to achieve long-time observation of vegetation and
thus the analysis of their spatio-temporal growth that was infeasible with conventional forestry methods in the past. But in order to study the spatial structure of forest ecosystems, methods
that adequately reconstruct tree geometry as a compact representation have to be designed. The proposed methods can be divided in approaches based on voxel space analysis (Gorte and
Pfeifer, 2004; Gorte, 2006; Gatziolis et al., 2010; Bucksch,
2011; Schilling et al., 2012a) and approaches that work directly
on 3D point clouds (Livny et al., 2010; Raumonen et al., 2013).
The retrieval of the entire tree structure is often attempted in
one processing step, as for instance done by (Côté et al., 2011).
However, a tree needs to be well-represented as 3D point cloud
for these methods to be applicable at all. For this reason, the focus of such methods has often been restricted to single, freestanding or manually isolated trees that are digitized by multiple
scans. Considering the vastness of wooded areas that are of forest-scientific interest, this kind of experimental setup poses serious limitations on the general applicability of the presented
methods. In forest scenes, complete scan coverage of any tree
simply cannot be guaranteed.

Recently, an interesting approach has been presented by (Eysn
et al., 2013), who manually sketch tree skeletons in an equirectangular projection of TLS data. Subsequently, the skeleton
sketch is used for fitting cylinders to points in the skeleton’s vicinity. Reconstruction is performed on single scans only. The
authors point out that a step-wise reconstruction of a tree from
multiple scans may be a more robust approach to a proper tree
skeleton than the retrieval of the entire tree structure at once.
In this paper, we pick up the basic idea of (Eysn et al., 2013)
and introduce a novel strategy to obtain skeletal structures automatically from surface patches via the Voronoi Diagram and
subsequent Principal Curve computation as shown in figure 1.
The paper is organized as follows: First, we explain our proposed strategy. Subsequently, we introduce our test data and
present experiment results. In section 4, we discuss open problems of the presented approach. We conclude with an outlook
on future work in the last section.

2. RETRIEVAL OF SKELETAL STRUCTURES
Previously, (Schilling et al., 2012b) reconstructed the spatial
structure of trees using Principal Curves (Kégl, 1999), which
turned out to be a suitable tool to summarize the distribution of
a TLS point set as a polygonal line. However, segmentation of
the input data had been carried out manually. For this reason,
we have developed a strategy for automatically segmenting TLS
data into subsets that can be subjected to a Principal Curve
computation. The result of our method is not a full spatial reconstruction of a tree, but the skeletal structure of the considered surface patch that has been segmented. On the basis of the
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be recovered from TLS software directly. Therefore, it is usually re-computed from the spherical coordinates. But we found
that the arrangement of the TLS data in a grid-like fashion similar to the intensity image is provided via the PTX format, which
is often available as export option, e.g. in Z+F LaserControl,
Trimble/Faro Scene. PTX (Leica Geosystems, 2012) is a plain
text file format that provides 3D coordinates and intensity information in a raster arrangement As a result, there is no need to
explicitly calculate and interpolate an equi-rectangular projection of the TLS data as performed by (Eysn et al., 2013) if PTX
export is available. In the following, a point is associated with
its 3D coordinates in the point cloud and at the same time with
its 2D coordinates in the resulting data raster
as retrieved
from the PTX file.
As a first step, the data raster is subjected to connected component labeling (CCL) as described by (Shapiro and Stockmann, 2001). Similar to (Schilling et al., 2012b), the condition
(‖
a)
b)
Figure 1. Results of our strategy to retrieve spatial structure:
a) Segmented 3D point cloud; colors indicate group clusters.
b) Skeletal structure according to segmentation.
retrieved skeletal structures, a complete tree skeleton could be
assembled in an additional processing step, which we presently
regard as future work. Henceforth, we consider the term skeleton as synonymous to skeletal structures, which both denotes
the output of our method.
Our approach consists of two stages that are outlined in figure 2.
In the following, the sub-procedures of our strategy are explained in detail.

a)

‖

‖

‖)

(1)

is evaluated for each pair ̅ ̅
of adjacent raster elements with ̅
denoting the scanner position and with ‖ ‖
as the Euclidean distance. If the difference of range values is
larger than threshold , the raster elements ̅ and ̅ are considered to be disconnected. The output of the CCL procedure is a
label matrix that contains a set of connected components.
Each pair of raster elements that belongs to a connected component is mutually reachable via a sequence of component elements. Each two adjacent elements of fulfill condition (1).
However, condition (1) is not necessarily true for all pairs of adjacent elements in . Two raster elements may be neighboring
pixels, but their associated range values can exhibit a significant
difference. The label matrix
does not contain information
about such depth discontinuities. As a consequence, normal
boundary tracing can only retrieve the component’s silhouette
contour. For this reason, we propose a variant of boundary tracing that takes the actual range values of the adjacency into account in order to obtain a sequence of raster elements that describes the component’s silhouette and its inner contours caused
by depth discontinuities in the component’s interior (figure 3).
Our approach, which is similar to work presented by (Cheng et
al., 2007), is an extension of boundary tracing as presented by
(Sonka et al., 1998), which is also known as Moore neighbor
tracing, and summarized in algorithm 4.

b)

Figure 2. Two-stage processing strategy. Rounded boxes denote
inputs (blue) and outputs (green). a) Segmentation of single
scans into connected components. b) Retrieval of skeletal
structures from components.

b)

2.1 Preprocessing of TLS data
Commonly, output of a scan is considered to be unorganized 3D
data. Although this is true for the point list exports that are used
as de-facto standard output, the scanning process itself is highly
ordered. As a consequence, the actual 3D data reflects this spatial scan pattern. (Bucksch, 2011) mentioned that this particular
scan sequence is irreversibly lost if multiple scans are coregistered. Furthermore it is commonly assumed that it cannot

a)

c)

Figure 3. a) Scanner view of real-world tree. b) Normal tracing
of component boundary without inner contours. c) Boundary
tracing with inner edges caused by depth discontinuities.
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We index the 8 neighboring elements of clockwise, starting at
the element above it, i.e. dir [
]
. Thus, we can
quickly identify the next relevant neighbor relative to the
direction from which we entered by a modulo operation as
indicated in line 3 of algorithm 4. The termination criterion of
the while-loop ensures that the boundary tracing is stopped
only if the second boundary element is entered a second time
from the same direction as it was entered initially.
As a result, we are able to recover also inner contour edges of a
component (figure 3c) that share raster elements with the
boundary, which is a prerequisite for our retrieval strategy of
skeletal structures as detailed in the following section.
Input: 2D-3D points
in data raster
Output: sequence of raster elements
1.
Init boundary sequence
2.
Search label matrix
from top left until an element
belonging to component
is encountered.
3.
Init
and
4.
Trace along component boundary with
| |
1
while (
) with
2
for
do
3
4
5
if
6
‖
‖ –‖
‖
if
then
7
8
9
10
break;
11
endif
12
endif
13
endfor
14
endwhile

Algorithm 4. Boundary tracing with depth discontinuities. The
gray highlighted part marks our extension. dir denotes the
encoding of the direction vector in 8-adjacency as an integer
and vice versa.

Figure 5. Voronoi Diagram from component boundary (green).
The sequence of boundary elements , which has been
determined with algorithm 4, is the input for computation of the
Voronoi Diagram. Subsequently, we consider only the set of
Voronoi edges that is embedded within the component as
depicted in figure 6a. This initial skeleton may not be one
connected graph, but comprise several subgraphs due to loops in
the boundary. Subgraphs are joined as follows:
1.

2.

3.
4.

2.2 Skeletonization of Components
Our approach to skeleton retrieval is based on the hypothesis
that the topology of the 2D component of a single TLS scan
concurs with the topology of the corresponding 3D point set. In
other words, we assume that the skeleton of the component in
the 2D raster arrangement can be used to segment the 3D point
set into clusters that represent branches or trunk parts. From
each segmented point subset a Principal Curve can be
computed. The result is a compact representation of the subset’s
point distribution as a 3D polygonal line (polyline for short),
since the relation of 2D raster coordinates to 3D coordinates is
known as stated in section 2.1.
The notion that an object’s shape can be summarized by its
skeleton was first formalized by (Blum, 1967) as the Medial
Axis. A comprehensive overview about skeleton retrieval is
given by (Biasotti et al., 2008). Here, we employ the Voronoi
Diagram to obtain a skeleton graph for a given component as
explained, for instance by (Ogniewicz and Ilg, 1992): The
Medial Axis of a component can be closely approximated by a
Voronoi Diagram that is calculated from a dense sampling of
the component’s boundary, as illustrated in figure 5. An indepth survey of Voronoi diagrams is given by (Aurenhammer
and Klein, 2000). Clearly, including depth discontinuity edges
in the boundary sampling, as described previously, is an
essential requirement in order to obtain a skeleton reflecting the
component’s actual 3D topology.

A Delaunay triangulation
is constructed using
Triangle (Shewchuk, 1996) as a temporary support
structure that includes all boundary segments and
skeleton edges.
For each skeleton subgraph
, we find the shortest
path
from a vertex of
to a vertex of another
skeleton subgraph
in .
Subgraphs
and
are connected by adding all edges
of to the skeleton graph.
Step 2 and 3 are repeated until all subgraphs are linked
and only one fully connected skeleton graph remains.

After this procedure, the initial skeleton graph consists of a
single connected component. But as indicated in figure 6a, the
skeleton may include a significant amount of spurious edges. As
mentioned by (Biasotti et al., 2008), the Medial Axis is sensible
to slight distortions of the boundary leading either to large
deviations of the skeleton or to a number of additional spurious
edges. Especially the boundary of trunk components is usually
very noisy, which requires a filtering step.
For each Voronoi edge, the two boundary elements
and ,
which generate this edge are known. The distance between both
elements
with
along the boundary can be
easily determined by
| |

(2)

where
∑

‖

‖

(3)

The distance
along the boundary associated with a
Voronoi edge has been termed the Potential Residual by
(Ogniewicz and Ilg, 1992) and can be used for filtering the
skeleton edges by a simple thresholding operation.
In order to ensure the connectedness of the skeleton graph, we
employ an iterative filtering procedure: In each iteration, only
skeleton edges incident to vertices of degree 1 are considered,
i.e. vertices with only one incident edge. If the Potential
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Residual of a skeleton edge is lower than a predefined threshold
, then the skeleton edge is eliminated. The process stops
when no further edge elimination occurs. Similar to (Kégl and
Krzyzak, 2002), a method presented by (Eu and Toussaint,
1994) was used to smooth the skeleton graph. This refinement
step was performed with the objective to simplify the skeleton
graph by reducing redundant vertices that do not contribute to
its main shape features. The result is a filtered skeleton graph as
in figure 6b.

a)
b)
Figure 6. Component skeleton. a) Set of embedded Voronoi
edges. b) Skeleton after applying filtering and smoothing.
After retrieval of the component’s skeletal structure in 2D, the
next task is the segmentation of the component itself into
clusters according to the skeleton shape. In other words, each
component element
is attached to the skeleton edge
or
vertex that is closest under the condition that the projection
line segment
or
must not intersect a
boundary segment. If the boundary contains loops, enclosed
data points have to be handled as special case, because their
projection lines inevitably intersect boundary segments in order
to attach them to the closest skeleton part. In its naïve
formulation, the problem is reduced to a linear search over all
possibilities as summarized in algorithm 7. However, the
efficiency of the actual implementation can be greatly enhanced
by employing a space partitioning scheme to subdivide the
component boundary into several polygons. Then, a point’s
location can be tested against the bounding box of each
polygon. Only if the first test is successfully passed, more
elaborate point-in-polygon-tests are performed to determine the
exact point location in one of the candidate polygons.
Input: skeleton graph , set of points
Output: skeleton id for each point
for each point
do

for each skeleton node
compute projection point
of p onto s
if line segment
intersects
any boundary segment (
continue
‖
elseif ‖
‖
endif
endfor
endfor

‖

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Algorithm 7. Each point is attached to the closest skeleton part
while avoiding boundary intersections with ‖ ‖ as Euclidean
distance in 2D and
as the projection point of onto
skeleton node .

As a final step prior to calculating Principal Curves, the
skeleton graph has to be split up in a set of paths. Keeping the
characteristics of the polygonal line algorithm that was
introduced by (Kégl, 1999) in mind, a path should be as long as
possible and rather smooth regarding its curvature, while the
point distribution along a path should be approximately
uniform.
The skeleton graph consists of a set of edges and vertices .
Naturally, graph leaves, i.e. vertices at skeleton ends, have a
degree of 1. Most of the vertices are line vertices that have a
degree of 2, and junction vertices have a degree larger than 2.
Vertices of degree 2 are considered to be regular and vertices of
other degrees to be irregular. We construct a new intermediary
graph
from the skeleton graph
The intermediary graph
includes all irregular vertices of , but the path formed by
regular vertices and incident edges between two irregular
vertices is contracted to a single edge as shown in figure 8a and
8b. Each edge in
is annotated with the original path and
corresponding point sets in . Similar to (Bucksch, 2011) and
(Gorte, 2006), the root node is identified as the lowest skeleton
vertex in the raster coordinate system. Following, the graph
is traversed in depth-first fashion starting at the root. During
traversal, we test edges adjacent to the current one regarding the
associated path’s curvature and number of attached points. One
of those adjacent child nodes that fulfills all criteria best is
selected as continuation of the current path. Other child nodes
that do not sufficiently fulfill all criteria are considered as
separate, new paths and analogously their child nodes are tested
for suitable path continuation until graph leaves are reached.
Figure 8c and 8d demonstrate the result of this procedure.
2.3 Principal Curve Computation
For each extracted path, the polynomial line algorithm
introduced by (Kégl, 1999) is applied to the set of attached
points to obtain a Principal Curve, i.e. a compact summary of its
distribution as a 3D polyline. In order to minimize the limiting
effects inherent to finite floating-point arithmetic, we normalize
the 3D point data prior to performing the Principal Curve
computation as suggested by (Hartley and Zisserman, 2003).
After this last step, the spatial structure of the component that
has been our starting point is captured as the set of 3D polylines
that are disjoint yet. Their adjacency relation is implicitly
provided by their 2D graph counterparts in the raster.

3. EXPERIMENT SETUP AND RESULTS
We have tested our strategy on single scans taken with the
Imager 5006i by (Zoller+Fröhlich, 2008) in a plain birch stand
in leaf-less state. The input data has been restricted to data with
a Z-coordinate larger than a predefined threshold
.
Otherwise, a large amount of ground points is usually connected
to trunk surface patches during the CCL procedure as a result of
the close proximity of the tree foot to the ground and understory
vegetation. We consider this restriction to be adequate for the
task, since our focus is primarily on the reconstruction of tree
crown structure. The lower part of the data, which has been
defined as located below the XY-plane at
of the
scanner’s own coordinate system, could be subjected to a DTM
generation procedure with the objective to be further segmented
into tree trunks and ground as proposed by (Li et al., 2010). In
addition, all connected components of a scan are sorted by size
in descending order prior to structural reconstruction such that
only components that are larger than a predefined threshold are
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densities that trace along invisible space curves. Normally, large
components, which represent large fractions of branching
structure and part of the trunk surface, are well reconstructed as
demonstrated in figure 1 and 9, because the component can be
easily recognized as tree-like structure by visual inspection. If
this is not the case, for example if the component is only a small
patch of trunk surface, the spatial reconstruction will not
produce satisfying output because the component shape may not
be reconstructable as a set of space curves at all. Unfortunately,
there is no automatic mechanism to test in advance whether a
shape can be summarized as a composite of space curves.
Therefore, visual inspection of results is a mandatory final step.
a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 8. Retrieval of paths. a) Component after point
assignment and determination of paths between irregular
vertices. b) Temporary graph; paths are contracted to edges. c)
Result of path retrieval on contracted graph. d) Updated
partition according to determined paths.
actually processed. Figure 9 demonstrates the identified
components in the data raster of a single scan.
Generally speaking, the runtime of our algorithm is presently
depending on the component’s size. Components that represent
a small surface patch of the trunk but significant branching
structure are presently processed rather quickly by our prototype
implementation. Though, the point attachment to the skeleton as
well as the iterative data projection and repartition structure of
the polygonal line algorithm appear to be the computational
bottlenecks. Computation of the skeletal structure in figure 1,
which is a representative example, with 75298 points takes 40s
and generates 29 polylines. Figure 10 shows further results,
which complete in 4s to 113s for 13721 to 236805 points and
result in 18 to 60 polylines, respectively. Processing has been
performed on an Intel i5-2450m machine (8 GB RAM, MS
Windows 7) with a C++ implementation. At present, the
implementation is not particularly optimized. Therefore,
processing of components that comprise a high number of
sample points like for instance larger surface patches of trunks
that were located close to the scanner takes considerably more
computation time. However, especially the point assignment
routine, which is currently the most time consuming step, could
be replaced with a more efficient formulation in order to
significantly boost performance.
The Principal Curve computation aims at finding an optimal
embedding of a polyline along the centerline of an input point
distribution. As a consequence, the result of the proposed
strategy is a perceptually pleasing skeleton if the input
component can actually be interpreted as a composite of point

In addition, noise in the boundary especially of trunk parts
frequently leads to a number of spurious edges in the 2D
skeleton estimate. Most of them are suppressed by filtering, but
not all can be reliably eliminated. Consequently, remaining
spurious edges degrade the retrieval of paths prior to Principal
Curve computation. Similarly, the 3D topology can only be
appropriately recovered as 2D skeleton if the component’s
boundary is determined correctly. If depth discontinuities are
not sufficiently included in the boundary description, the 2D
skeleton retrieval via the Voronoi Diagram will necessarily
exclude corresponding topologic features of the component
shape. As a result, the overall quality of the 3D skeleton might
be reduced in comparison to other component’s skeletons of the
TLS data.
4. DISCUSSION
In any case, the polygonal line algorithm fits a polyline to input
data. But if the data is a trunk surface patch with all eigenvalues
exhibiting approximately the same magnitude, the result will be
a polyline of spiral or wavy shape because this is one way to
minimize the average mean square error of point distances to
their parent polyline node as indicated in figure 11. Yet,
eigenvalues and -vectors do not describe a component shape
sufficiently. For instance, a component representing a long
curvy branch may have very similar eigenvalues and -vectors as
the trunk surface patch, but it can actually be well described by
a 3D polyline.
Automatic, qualitative evaluation of computation results poses
an open problem in skeleton retrieval. As pointed out by (Blum,
1967), the notion of a shape’s skeleton is closely related to
human perception and therefore exceedingly difficult to
quantify. As a consequence, we face the fact that we cannot
directly assess the quality of a 3D polyline with a compact,
definitive numerical description beyond an evaluation based on
visual inspection.
Currently, spurious edges of the 2D skeleton estimate may
interfere with retrieval of paths and therefore 3D skeleton
construction. Similarly, missing topological features due to
insufficient tracing of interior edges or noise effects in the range
values degrade the reconstruction process. However, prior
smoothing of the boundary and more fine grained analysis of
the component shape by incorporating a-priori knowledge about
a tree’s general structure could lead to a more reliable method
for 2D skeleton construction and refinement.
The result of our proposed strategy is the spatial structure of an
input component. The necessary next step is the combination of
the disjoint polylines to a connected graph structure. Similar to
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Figure 9. Raster data of a single scan. Connected components are colored in gray. Components that correspond to the panels in
figure 10 are highlighted in red.

a)

b)

c)

d)
e)
f)
Figure 10. Each panel shows the set of 3D points that corresponds to a red connected component in the data raster
shown in figure 9. The coloring of point subsets indicates the segmentation of the connected component based on
the 2D skeleton as described in section 2.2. The black lines represent the skeletal structures in form of polylines,
which are drawn as overlay onto the 3D point sets. Hence, each colored point subset produced the black polyline
that is drawn on it.
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(Raumonen et al., 2013), polylines in close proximity could be
connected by testing continuity of line segments for a smooth
connection and also w.r.t. ramifications. In order to obtain a full
tree skeleton, a solution has to be found to connect the partial
skeletons of several relevant components. In this context, the
proposed strategy is not a finalized method, but rather a set of
tools that needs to be investigated further to evolve into a proper
method to retrieve complete tree skeletons. We conclude that
the segmented data raster with 2D skeletons of its components
appears to be a suitable starting point for a prospective problem
solution. To sum up, we agree with (Eysn et al., 2013) that a
step-wise completion of tree skeletons from results of multiple
scans may result in a fitting, robust skeleton.
Explicit tree detection in scans is not required for the proposed
method. In fact, trees are implicitly detected since they ought to
be the only object surfaces visible from the scanner. As a result,
the largest connected components are caused by trunk surfaces
that are usually well represented in scans. It follows that testing
whether a component contributes trunk surface could be
performed during computation or as a separate post-processing
step. Clearly, this constitutes a particularly attractive aspect of
the proposed strategy considering large forest scenes.

step. Subsequently, the component’s data is partitioned in such
a way that each point is attached to its closest skeleton node
while enforcing that the component boundary must not be
disturbed by the assignment. Afterwards, the skeleton graph is
split into paths. For each point cluster that is attached to a path,
a Principal Curve computation is applied to describe its
distribution as a 3D polygonal line. Thus, we obtain the skeletal
structure of a component as a set of 3D polygonal lines.
Our proposed strategy can efficiently retrieve skeletal structures
from forest scenes in leaf-less state with a comparably high tree
density. Although the result is only a part of an entire tree,
surface patches of trees that stand very close to the scanner may
represent a significant part of the crown possibly including the
entire trunk length. We believe that building a complete tree
skeleton by a consistent combination of skeletal parts that are
retrieved by our method from one or optionally more scans may
be a more robust way to generate an adequate skeleton
representation of a tree considering the high amount of
occlusions that is to be expected in forest scenes.
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